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01 Project Abstract
‘BAO’ is a project designed to solve the limitations of trading industries and current cryptocurrency
financial services. With BAO, we are opted to provide users blockchain’s data transparency, integrity
and trade brokerage, actual cryptocurrency trading through smart contract.

02 Problem
Existing financial derivative trading has a characteristic of closed traditional financial industry and
trading is made only in one specific platform. This single platform has an exclusive access to data,
trade approvals etc. occurring on trade market. As time goes by, it tried to free itself from monopoly
and separated its power by adding trusted third party but adding additional party eventually raised
trading fee of the user.
Such structures of platform’s monopoly and oligopoly of third party do not guarantee transparency
and integrity of data occurred on trading. All data are kept by single institution and this created
greater risk of data manipulation by hacking. Moreover, data accessibility during derivative trading
was very limited.
Absence of data transparency and integrity led to trust issue of the platform. Investors had to consider platform’s reliability before considering profit rate of financial item they are about to trade.
Not all investors were able to execute trading on same conditions with others.

03 Solution
To overcome the centralized process, technology called blockchain appeared.
Blockchain is fundamentally created to solve the problems of the centralized financial industry.
Initial blockchain project was executed to enhance the difficulties of financial trading platform.
Nevertheless, majority of cryptocurrencies were not able to be implemented on financial trading
and its value eventually faded.
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‘BAO’ is a project designed to solve the limitations of trading industries and current cryptocurrency
financial services. With BAO, we are opted to provide users blockchain’s data transparency, integrity
and trade brokerage, actual cryptocurrency trading through smart contract.

04 BAO Coin
BAO coin is a blockchain-based payment coin for derivative trading. BAO coin becomes the broker
of financial derivatives through smart contract of the blockchain and reduces trading fees which
took great portion of existing trading. In addition, since all the trading processes made with BAO
coin are recorded on the blockchain, data transparency and integrity are guaranteed.
Users of BAO-partnered platform are granted with access to their trading data all the time. Unlike
the existing financial trading platforms, it is free from risk of data forging so all users are guaranteed
with same trading conditions.
The biggest difference between the existing cryptocurrency financial service is that BAO coin users
will be able to trade not just cryptocurrency but any financial trading that uses underlying assets as
a medium such as security, future, option, and even FX. BAO has actually secured utility by recruiting service providers who have completed development of preexisting trading platforms. Which is
to mean that through BAO coin, platform to trade financial derivatives exists.
BAO plans to constantly partner with various trading platform where investment of underlying
asset is possible. In order to expand BAO-partnered platform, the BAO foundation uses BAO chain
to provide blockchain technical supports such as wallet etc. to potential partners who are willing to
provide financial services.
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05 Coin Information
BAO coin is issued based on Ethereum network. Total of 1.5 billion BAO coin will be allotted and
distribution is as shown in the illustration.

< Illustration 1 > BAO Coin Allocation
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< Illustration 2 > Roadmap
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07 BAO partnership Platform : BUYQ
BUYQ is BAO's first partner platform and BAO coin is traded on BUYQ platform. BUYQ is a broker
platform for binary option trading that implemented blockchain and solved problems underlying
existing binary option platforms.
Binary option is a type of trading where you have to predict an outcome between two choices with
fixed payout. For instance, at this very moment, the price of 1 USD is 1169.20 KRW and you will
now determine whether the price of 1169.20 KRW will go up or go down at set time. Therefore, in
binary option, the commodity itself does not have an underlying asset but it is a financial derivative
that uses other underlying asset as a reference. If user trades with binary option, the user only has
to predict whether the price will go up or down from current time. Since you can only choose two
possible results, it is called Binary Option.
The advantages of binary option are as follows.

● Simple Trading Method
Binary option, unlike any other trading, has only two possible choices. For users who wish
to trade simply, they can easily execute trading by clicking few buttons and choose if the
commodity of the underlying asset will go up or down. This is so much simpler and easier
than other trading com modities.

● Flexible Commodity Market Trading
Binary option does not have its own underlying asset and it uses underlying assets that are
being traded right now to make trading. Security, commodity, indices, FX and fast growing
cryptocurrency can be references for binary option trading.

● Trade Anytime, Anywhere
Majority of the binary option is processed through web platform so you don't need to go
under in stallation, trade 365 days, 24 hours easily. You can also set trading period short
term (10 seconds) up to long term (365 days) and it has no limitation on setting the period.
Best part is that you can set desired trading volume and have risk controlled.

● Dynamic Profit Rate
Compared to other existing financial trading, binary option trading is easier to execute and
you can make higher profit, gain profit within just a minute. Even your prediction is wrong,
you will only lose your initial stake and no more.
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07-1 BUYQ Solution
Most of the existing binary option trading is operated by one centralized platform which is very
likely to financial industry. User needs to pay deposit in order to use service for such platform and
through brokerage of the platform, trading between individual to individual or corporate to individual is executed. Nevertheless, it does not guarantee transparency and integrity as a binary option
trading
Binary option trading process was not disclosed transparently and numerous issues have rose as
the platform participated the trading. Even if predicted result of the platform is wrong and user
predicted right, user did not receive the reward. This was caused by unguaranteed data transparency and integrity.
As a result, blockchain can be a key to the problem of current binary option market. Blockchain's
greatest advantage is that it guarantees transparency and integrity which can purify the binary option market. So, BUYQ's goal is to use blockchain technology to eliminate distrust toward the platform existing in binary option market. BUYQ is a financial derivative trading platform guaranteeing
data transparency and integrity and has following characteristics.

● Transparency All data generated by the activities of the users in BUYQ can be
accessed with the help of blockchain technology. All types trading is processed trans
parently through smart contact, guarantees equal trading condition to all users based on
accurate records.

● Fairness BUYQ aims to solve the problem where platform directly participates in the
trading. BUYQ will not participate the trading directly. BUYQ will only act as a platform
providing binary option trading functionality and will only receive service charge as an
income.

● Instant Payout All trading occurring in BUYQ is processed through smart contract.
Existing binary option platform had one controlling central body and payouts were delayed
or not distributed to the user properly even trading is completed. BUYQ uses smart con
tract and its instancy to make transactions immediate.
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07-2 BUYQ Business Model
BUYQ aims to reform existing financial derivative market. BUYQ will eliminate existing trust issues
of the current market fundamentally with blockchain's reliability and establish incorruptible business logic. BUYQ will maximize the advantages of existing binary option and offers new business
model where users don't have to be concerned about reliability of platform provider and focus only
on their profits.
On top of all, unlike other binary option trading platform, you can immediately use all functions
and options without any deposits in BUYQ. Previous platforms have overcharged deposits to the
users and telling them it is for platform management. Such condition does not exist on other binary
option market but only on BUYQ.
BUYQ does not intend to eliminate broker in binary option trading but to reduce registration fee
and installation fee of the broker based on white label model. This will support brokers to execute
BUYQ platform business promptly and provide various services. Participation of large number of
brokers will play a major role in integrating each trading assets scattered in various markets.
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08 Disclaimer
This white paper is a document written and distributed from BAO team, with
an objective to provide information regarding Project BAO.
The technical and legal contents described in this white paper might be changed at any time
according to decisions made during the development process. BAO team guarantees nothing regarding this plan for the project development and its development schedule. In order to clarify
uncertainties and ambiguities concerning technical, legal, and financial problems that are directly
or indirectly related to the contents of this white paper and to avoid unnecessary conflicts in the
future, you need to be thoroughly aware of the contents of this page.
Moreover, if you have uncertainties regarding this white paper, you should consult with properly
qualified professionals before making decisions and taking actions. You should not provide this
white paper as a legal basis nor legally rely on it, when you are involved in BAO transaction, contract,
or investment in the future. This white paper does not pass as a document encouraging investment of sales of WIKEN – and in regards to this matter, no entity is obliged to agree upon any legal
contract. Relating to your contract with the BAO team regarding to the investment in BAO or any
in all, specific regulations and content of the contract will be defined upon the written agreement
between the corresponding contracting parties; the content of this white paper will not necessarily
become the regulations and conditions of the contract. In particular, if there is any inconsistency
between the contract and the white paper, then the contents of the contract will be definitive, will
constitute the entire agreement amongst the relevant parties, will supersede and extinguish any
contrary terms of the white paper and will exclusively govern the relationship amongst the relevant
parties to the exclusion of anything to the contrary in the white paper. BAO receives investment to
launch the BAO project, and provides BAO to the investors. BAO’s primary token value can fall to
0 at any time, and any form of liquidity is not ensured nor guaranteed.
BAO is simply a utility token serving as cryptocurrency of digital asset; it does not correspond to
legal currency, legal cash, bond, stock, marketable securities, or derivative products. WBAO should
not be classified, interpreted, or be handled in such manner. BAO is subject to change in development direction and content at any time during the development process. Investing despite the notification of this fact means that the investors fully understand it. You should be fully responsible on
judging and making decisions about the investment. BAO team and its affiliates, holding companies,
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subsidiaries, associates and other employees of each company shall not be responsible for your
any kinds of loss to the extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and rules and in any
case related to this white paper. The loss includes, but is not limited to, financial or non-financial
losses, as well as comprehensive tangible/intangible losses such as data loss. If you are a national,
citizen, or resident of a country with the restriction of investment, public offering or transaction
of cryptocurrency, you are not entitled to receive a BAO. BAO team may later establish a single
or multiple separate subsidiary that will be responsible for development or operation, or for both
development, and operation if needed in the WITH development and operation process. It is clear
that you acknowledge, and agree to all of the contents of this white paper, including the disclaimer
in this chapter.
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